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Th e impact of festivals on city 
promotion: A comparative study 
of Turkish and Swedish festivals
Tourism literature suggests that cities as corporate brands which can be promoted in the 
market and communicated to stakeholders. City tourism managers use tourism products 
such as festivals or other special events to promote their city as a corporate brand. Th is paper 
examines how festivals, in particular, aff ect the promotion and communication of a city in 
diff erent market levels. A survey instrument was used to gather data from festival managers 
in İzmir, Turkey, in April 2009; and Göteborg, Sweden, in April 2009. Th e main fi ndings
indicate that managers perceive their festivals as creating community cohesiveness and 
strong communication among the current residents. However, they view the impact of the 
festivals on the promotion of the city within its country or in the international tourism 
market as limited. Th is study ultimately suggests that the festivals of İzmir are less effi  cient 
in promoting the city and that Göteborg festivals work to promote the city in Sweden and 
in the larger regions of Scandinavia.
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Research fi nds that "[t]he growth of festivals and special events in numbers, diversity 
and popularity has been enormous in recent years" (Gursoy, Kim & Uysal, 2004, p. 
171). One reason for the growth in festivals might be the important role that events 
play in tourism related marketing (Kim & Chalip, 2004). Festivals and other events 
that attract visitors (Light, 1996) compensate for the seasonality of ordinary tourism 
(Higham & Hinch, 2002), promote a city’s image (Roche, 1994), and contribute to 
the development and sustainability of the urban economy (Bramwell, 1997). Th ere-
fore, it is in the best interest of those public, private, and non-profi t organizations that 
wish to promote the image and "brand" of their city to support special events (Gursoy 
et al., 2004; Lee, Lee & Wicks, 2004). 
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In tourism literature, the number of studies conducted on festivals is showing an 
increase since the early 1990s (for a review, see Getz, 2008). Th ese studies primarily 
investigate the impacts of environmental values on tourism motivation (Kim, Borges 
& Chon, 2006), the economic impact of festivals (Moscardo, 2007), the social impact 
of festivals, the motivation and satisfaction level of festival visitors, and the perceived 
impact of festivals and special events on local communities (Gursoy at al., 2004). Re-
cently, however, new research themes are emerging. Th ese include the structure of the 
festival industry (Andersson & Getz, 2009) and the relationships among stakeholders 
(Larson, 2002; Richards & Ryan, 2004). Although promotion and communication 
capacity are some of the most important functions of festivals, few studies focus on 
them. Prentice and Andersen (2003) and Raj (2003) studied the impact of the Edin-
burgh festivals on the promotion of the city’s cultural tourism. Richards and Wilson 
(2004) also analyzed the eff ects of the events that took place during Rotterdam’s tenure 
as the European Capital of Culture in 2001. Felsenstein and Fleischer (2003) evalua-
ted the infl uence of two local festivals on tourism promotion, using public assistance 
and visitor expenditures as their control factors. Th ese studies use either tourist expen-
ditures or tourist numbers to determine how events infl uence the promotion of a city. 
Moreover, individual studies tend to focus on and analyze events in only one city (e.g., 
Edinburgh) or one country (Felsenstein & Fleischer, 2003).

While the organizers and researchers mention promotion and communication capa-
city of festivals, few studies focus on what managers think about the promotion and 
communication capacity of their festivals. However, since festival managers make im-
portant decisions pertaining to the promotion and communication capacity of festi-
vals, they have extensive knowledge about the aim and operation of festivals and may 
be better equipped than others to evaluate a festival’s impact. Moreover, perceptions 
of stakeholders (e.g., managers, residents) are widely used to evaluate the impact of 
festivals in existing literature. Gursoy et al. (2004) examine the impact of festivals and 
special events from the perspective of their managers, and attempt to understand man-
agers’ perception on the impact of festival on community cohesiveness, economy of 
the city, social incentives and cost. Furthermore Byrd, Bosley, and Dronberger (2009) 
use stakeholders’ perceptions to evaluate tourism’s aff ect on rural areas. To date, two 
important factors are absent from the tourism literature: (1) how managers of festivals 
perceive the contribution of their events to city promotion and (2) what diff erences ex-
ist between cities in diff erent countries. 

Th erefore, the aim of the current study is to understand how events aff ect and con-
tribute to the promotion and communication of a city. While previous studies use to-
urists’ expenditures and quantity of tourists to measure the aff ect of events on a city’s 
visibility, the current study uses the perceptions of festival managers. In an attempt to 
expand the geographical breadth of tourism literature, this study incorporates festivals 
from both Sweden (Göteborg) and Turkey (İzmir). 

Th e paper is structured as follows. Th e fi rst section reviews the literature on place mar-
keting and promotion. It discusses how city tourism literature discusses place marke-
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ting and promotion, how promotion and communication activities aff ect city tourism, 
and what function festivals serve in city tourism. Th e second and third sections sum-
marize the methodology of this research and display the key results. Th e fi nal section 
discusses the fi ndings and the impact of festivals on city promotion and communica-
tion. It also states some implication for the cities’ future festivals and researchers who 
wish focus on promotion and communication capacity of events. 

MARKETING AND PROMOTION MIX IN CITY TOURISM

In place marketing, a place is treated as a product and geographical locus that exists 
in a market and competes with other places. Place marketing has been in practice since 
the beginning of American colonization. Over time, it evolved from a tool used to at-
tract people for work and habitation purposes into an income generator. According to 
Kavaratzis and Ashworh (2008), the historic development of place marketing involves 
three main stages, although locating these stages within specifi c time intervals may be 
diffi  cult because they often overlap. In the fi rst stage, which began in the seventeenth 
century and continues in diff erent forms today, place marketing promotes destinations 
for the purpose of agricultural colonization and industrial expansion (Ward, 1998). 
From the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries, it primarily furthered agricultural 
colonization. Companies (e.g., ICRR Associates Land) advertised their lands extensi-
vely in Western Europe, hoping to attract new inhabitants. Later on, place marketing 
became "smokestack chasing" or, in other words, the selling of industrial sites. Th is 
type of marketing was widely used in Western Europe and North America between the 
1930s and 1970s. In the latest manifestation of this fi rst stage, place marketing, began 
in the 1990s and still persists, aims to promote an existing city and its attractions, 
often emphasizing low labor costs, in an attempt to attract inward investment. In the 
second stage, from the 1990s to the present, place marketing operates as a planning 
instrument for cities wanting to revise their image and as a promotional instrument 
for post-industrial cities (Ward, 1998). Th is stage involves activities such as mass and 
specialized marketing, the improvement of city infrastructure, increased co-operati-
on among public and private sectors, re-imaging of cities, and competition in the to-
urism market. In the third stage, which began in the 2000s and continues to date, 
place marketing involves the branding of places and communication with city stake-
holders in a manner similar to corporate communication activities (Barke, 1999; Ka-
varatzis & Ashworh, 2005). As evidenced by these stages, one or more marketing mix 
approaches are often used to accomplish several functions. Here, the promotion mix of 
place marketing is discussed. 

As compared to consumer products, a city or festival as a product is more complex 
and therefore creates diffi  culties for marketing practitioners (Morgan, Pritchard & 
Pride, 2002). Th e same place (i.e., city) or festival can have diff erent meanings for dif-
ferent consumers. For example, a city resident may attend a festival to interact with 
other city residents or just to enjoy his or her leisure time; a local or international fi rm 
may attend the same festival in order to sell or promote its products; and a tourist 
may attend for entertainment and to experience the local culture (Ashworth & Voogt, 
1990). 

Literature 
review
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In the tourism marketing literature, cities are treated as products that can be sold or 
corporate brands that can be promoted and communicated. For example, Ashworth 
and Voogt (1990) deal with the city as one part of a region’s total tourism off erings. 
Buhalis (2000) and Ward (1998) approach the city as a product that can be sold and 
promoted. Balakrishnan (2008) discusses how a city can be positioned as a product 
within a larger market. Ekinci and Hosany (2006) regard the city as a corporate brand 
and argue how the concept of brand personality can be applied to it. Kavaratzis and 
Ashworth (2005), Morgan et al. (2002), and Yavuz (2007) explain how the city can 
be branded, re-imaged, and promoted. Finally, Trueman, Klemm, and Giroud (2004) 
examine whether a city can be communicated to stakeholders as a corporate brand. 
Th e current study accepts the notion of the city as a brand that can be promoted in the 
market and communicated to stakeholders. 

THE PROMOTION AND COMMUNICATION OF CITIES 

Many destinations that aim to establish themselves in the international tourism mar-
ket launch large-scale promotional campaigns, mostly in the form of advertisements, 
to improve their image and attractiveness (Tosun & Bilim, 2004). Although these ad-
vertisements present the general features of a destination and increase awareness about 
its name, they can be insuffi  cient when it comes to supporting a destination’s unique 
position within the larger market. Moreover, such promotions do not strongly aff ect 
the buying behavior of tourists (Yavuz, 2007). However, more eff ective promotion and 
communication tools can be used to increase city tourism. Events such as trade fairs 
and festivals can double as mass communication and promotion vehicles. According 
to Seisdedos’s study, 71% of the marketing managers in European cities use trade fairs 
as promotional tools in addition to business seminars, media outlets, and cultural and 
sporting events. A few managers promote their city on the Internet; however cities 
market, promote, and communicate with face-to-face tools more than non-face-to-face 
tools (Seisdedos, 2006). 

For corporations and fi rms, events are key components of their marketing and image 
promotion strategies (Bowdin, Allen, Harris, O’Toole & McDonnell, 2006). Cities have 
followed suit in recent years, using events for self-promotion, and as a result, events 
and festivals are increasingly recognized as valid tools for city branding and marketing 
(Roche, 2000). Tourism packages have started to include festivals and events as central 
features (Picard & Robinson, 2006). In addition, festivals and events can be used to 
change the image of a city. For example, Johannesburg has used event-driven place 
marketing to eff ectively change its reputation as an unsafe city (Cornelissen, 2005).
According to Seisdedos (2006), city marketing strategies tend to favor face-to-face pro-
motional activities such as trade fairs, business seminars, cultural and sporting events 
sponsorship, road shows and study tours. In response to recent developments in mar-
keting communication technologies, cities should transition from persuasion to inter-
action, listening and relating to target audiences (Hughes & Fill, 2007). Th us, festivals 
and events, which create an interactive, relational, and experience-based atmosphere, 
can become the key promotion and communication tools for cities.
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THE IMPACT OF FESTIVALS ON CITY TOURISM

Th roughout recorded history, human beings have organizied informal or formal events 
to mark important cultural or natural activities. Th ese events have often centered on 
themes such as seasons, agricultural products, or personal and national achievements 
(Allen, O’Toole, McDonnell & Harris, 2002), but in tourism studies, events and fes-
tivals exist as products and promotional tools (Crompton & McKay, 1994; Uysal & 
Gitelson, 1994). Hall (1989) notes that events have diff erent types of social, political 
and economic impacts on societies. Hall (1992) also points out that festival organizers 
and local governments tend to focus on the economic impact of events and festivals 
rather than their social functions to protect cultural and historical heritage or create 
recreational and leisure opportunities (Long & Perdue, 1990). Furthermore, according 
to Felsenstein and Fleischer (2003), successful festivals and events increase the demand 
for tourism and help re-image a city.

Th e impacts of events and festivals on society, the economy, the environment, and 
city tourism are widely studied, but studies have focused on mainly their economic 
benefi ts. For instance, the economic benefi t of festivals and events is the most widely 
researched factor in event management literature (Crompton, 1995; Crompton & 
McKay, 1994; Jackson, Houghton, Russell & Triandos, 2005; Long & Perdue, 1990; 
Moscardo, 2007; Mules & Faulkner, 1996). However, a few studies focus on how fes-
tivals aff ect communities (Gibson, 2005; Gursoy et al., 2004; McCabe, 2006; Jackson, 
2008; Small, Edwards & Sheridan, 2005). For example, Jackson (2008) examines how 
residents perceive special events and fi nds that they tend to recognize an event’s econo-
mic and social impact. 

Events like festivals are cultural artifacts that cannot simply be consumed (Waterman, 
1998). Th ey create an interactive medium for communication among stakeholders and 
contribute to participants’ sense of identity in diff erent market levels such as in the lo-
cal market, in the national market and in international market. Th is makes them an 
ideal forum for tourism marketers, who can easily interact with tourists during a festi-
val and use these interactions to hone their promotional activities and communicate 
specifi c messages. Examples of cities that have successfully used festivals in place mar-
keting activities include Barcelona (Nagle, 1999), which has used events to position 
its tourism products. After the 1992 Olympic Games, Barcelona’s popularity as a short 
visit destination moved from the 16th to the 13th place among Europe’s top cities (Re-
port of Department of Communities, Media and Sport, 2007). Th e destination orga-
nization of Barcelona, Turisme de Barcelona, had previously used the phrase "enjoy 
the sun" to promote Barcelona as a tourism product but changed to the more offi  cial 
phrase, "a cultural and business tourism city." Since 2000, Barcelona maintains its im-
age as a cultural destination by hosting several noteworthy events such as the "Year of 
the Contemporary Art," "Year of Gaudi," and "Year of Design" (Sabau, 2008, p. 24). 
Another example of marketing success is Edinburgh. According to Prentice and Ander-
sen (2003), the Edinburgh festivals have helped establish the city as an international 
art attraction. In the same vein, Raj (2003) explained how the Edinburgh festivals 
pro-motes the city’s image as a cultural locus in the same way the promotion of Leeds’ 
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West Indian Carnival expanded the attractiveness of Leeds as a culturally vital tourism 
destination. Another outstanding example is Tamworth, which uses a country music 
festival to diff erentiate itself from other cities that promote themselves with music fes-
tivals featuring opera or jazz (Gibson, 2005). Additionally, according to Richards and 
Wilson (2004), the Cultural Capital events in Rotterdam successfully contribute to the 
city’s image as a cultural destination. Finally, Gimeno Martinez (2007) highlights the 
impact that mega cultural events have had on Antwerp’s image as a fashion capital. 

In the same way that corporate agents use events to locate target audiences and tailor 
their branding messages (McDonnell & Gebhardt, 2002), cities use events to succes-
sfully hone their image and promote themselves in the tourism market. Although ci-
ties use several tools such as festivals and events in their place marketing mix (Hall, 
1992), few studies measure how these tools contribute to the actual promotion and 
communication capacity of a city. Furthermore, the views of festival managers on the 
contribution of their events to city promotion and communication have yet to be 
thoroughly examined. 

Th e aim of the current study is to investigate how festivals contribute to the promotion 
and communication capacity of a city. Whereas previous studies use tourists’ expendi-
tures and the number of tourists to measure the impact of festivals, the current study 
uses the perspectives of festival managers. Data was collected from festival managers by 
a survey administered in İzmir, Turkey, and Göteborg, Sweden.

PARTICIPANTS 

Sweden and Turkey started organizing tourism-oriented festivals to increase their pres-
ence in the market. Statistics confi rm that this growth is especially notable in Turkey. 
According to the Turkish Statistics Institute (TUIK, 2010), while the organized festi-
vals numbered 26,610 in 2005, it rose to 35,246 in 2008. Furthermore, the number 
of event and festival visitors was 44 million in 2005, it reached 51 million in 2009 
(TUIK, 2010). Similar growth is evidenced by the Annual Report of Göteborg (2008) 
in Sweden, which demonstrates that one city festival—the Culture Night and Göte-
borg Culture Feast—attracted almost 600,000 people, approximately 16% more than 
in the previous year. 

Göteborg and İzmir particularly aspire to be event cities in their respective countries 
and organize many local, national and international festivals. İzmir, stands as one of 
the primary candidates for events based tourism city in the proposed Turkish National 
Tourism Strategy for 2023. Th is city has been the candidate of being host of many 
international events such as Expo, sport games, fair and conferences. In addition, 
the managers of the city collaborate with the İzmir Foundation for Culture, Arts and 
Education and organize or host events such as the İzmir International Festival (24th 
in 2010), İzmir European Jazz Festival (17th in 2010), National Composition Con-
test, Culture Congress (Izmir Foundation for Culture Arts and Education, 2011). 
Th erefore, this city is event oriented both historically and strategically. Göteborg is 

Methodology
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the host of many international events, beginning in the 1950s. In order to improve its 
competitiveness in event industry, the city stakeholders such as Göteborg Municipally, 
and the West Sweden Chamber of Commerce and Industry etc. formed  Göteborg & 
Co which aims "to market and take part in developing Göteborg as a tourist, meeting 
and event destination" (Goteborg & Co., 2011). Th e annual report of the Göteborg 
& Co shows that the goal is achieved and the contribution of Göteborg’s events to the 
city tourism is growing (See Göteborg & Co Annual Report, 2010). Th is information 
indicates that these cities are committed to becoming event cites. Since these two cities 
which have similar event management objects, are competing in their national event 
industries, might be one of players in the global event industry in future, it is accepted 
that these cities can be compared with each other easily.

Th e festivals of İzmir and Göteborg included in this study were selected from the web 
pages of cities (i.e. Göteborg & Co., 2009; Izmir İl Kültür Turizm Müdürlüğü, 2009). 
Activities that had themes of national independence or freedom were excluded, since 
they target the local community and create community cohesiveness. While İzmir and 
its districts hold several events commemorating independence, Göteborg does not ha-
ve any such events. Excluding İzmir’s independence celebrations created consistency, 
making it possible to focus on similar types of events, such as entertainment, fi lm, and 
jazz festivals. Following necessary exclusions, there were 25 festivals in İzmir and 20 
festivals in Göteborg. Festival managers were contacted via phone and invited to par-
ticipate in the study. Th e manager response rate from İzmir’s was 28% and Göteborg’s 
was 40%. Th ese response rates were accepted since they were close the previous studies 
participants rate (for example see Gursoy et al., 2004)

STUDY DESIGN

In order to achieve the aim of the study, a quantitative research method has been used. 
Th ere are several reasons to use this quantitative method. First, one of the major aims 
of the study was to understand the perception of festival managers on the contribution 
of their events to their cities’ promotion and communication in diff erent market levels. 
Using quantitative approaches and collecting the data via structured questions in the 
survey from the managers in two cities had advantages and disadvantages, and helped 
to achieve that aim. As stated in the introduction, many studies focus on the best prac-
tices and use case studies. However, the case study method gives detailed information 
about the selected best practicing city, but it has limited generalizability because there 
are average or poor performer practices. Although surveys are infl exible and create 
limitations, especially regarding the receipt of complete information from participants, 
they are still a useful tactic when distance separates researcher from subjects (Sapsford, 
2006). Th e data for this study was collected from two diff erent cities, thus, surveys 
were advantageous. Furthermore, since the researcher aims to understand specifi c pro-
motion and communication impacts of festival on the city in diff erent market levels 
for instance in the city, national or international market, the structured questions in 
the survey allows the researchers to observe them easily. To navigate the limitations of 
the using, the survey method presents in terms of information acquisition, the authors 
communicated with each participant on the phone on multiple occasions and ex-
plained the questions when necessary. 
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT
Th e survey had two parts; the fi rst aimed to collect descriptive information on regular 
festivals taking place in these cities. Th e second aimed to measure the perceived con-
tribution festivals made to the promotion and communication of these cities. Survey 
questions used a Likert-type response scales ranging from 1, which equaled disagree, to 
5, which equaled agree. In order to measure the impacts of festivals, the authors fi rst 
drafted 20 possible items in Turkish. Two graduate students enrolled in a destination 
management course at a Turkish university evaluated those items. After the students 
completed their reviews, the authors selected 12 items. Th e fi nal version of the survey 
was translated into Swedish by one of the authors and three graduate students from a 
Swedish university revised the Swedish version. 

Since this kind of impact study has not previously existed in the literature, the authors 
had to develop the questions themselves. However the impact of festivals tried to be 
constructed on several major dimensions which were developed in the light of exist-
ing literature. Th ose dimensions are the communication and promotion impact of a 
festival on the city in the diff erent market levels. In place marketing, festivals serve as a 
promotion and communication tool targeted not only at potential tourists but also at 
place stakeholders such as residents and local entrepreneurs and fi rms in the city, in the 
country and abroad (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2008). 

In order to understand how much a festival contributes to its city’s communication 
and promotion in the diff erent market, four groups of questions were asked. Th e fi rst 
group questions such as "Th is festival helps the city’s residents to socialize.", "Th is 
festival helps the people originating from this city but living in other cities or abroad 
socialize with the city’s current residents." and "Th is festival increases the collabora-
tion among local institutions and fi rms." were used for understanding the potential 
communication and promotion impacts of festival in the home city. Th e second group 
questions such as "Th is festival helps introduce the city to other Turkish/Swedish 
citizens.", and "Th is festival helps promote the city in Turkey/Sweden" were aimed to 
explore how a festival helps the communication and promotion of the city in the na-
tional market. Th e third group questions were asked in order to examine if the festival 
help the communication and promotion of the city in the international market. Final 
group of questions such as "Th is festival popularizes the city." were used for investiga-
ting general impact of a festival on the city image.

Th is study’s fi ndings were obtained from statistical calculations such as frequencies, 
mean, and standard deviation. Table 1 presents the descriptive fi ndings from each in-
cluded festival broken down by city. Descriptive fi ndings were categorized according 
festival type, organizer, time, scope, budgets, sponsors’ contributions, number of visi-
tors, and types of advertisements.  

Findings
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Table 1
DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION OF PARTICIPATING FESTIVALS (in numbers)

Descriptive information İzmir Göteborg

Number of participating festivals 7 8

Survey response rate (%) 28 40

Type of organizer (1)

Public (municipality/civil government) 7 1

Non-profi t or joint 0 4

Private 0 3

Type of organizer (2)

Professional festival organization 2 4

Internal department 5 4

Time

Once a year 7 7

Other 0 1

Scope

Local 4 2

National 1 2

International 2 4 

Budget 

Less than 50,000 € NA 2

50,001–200,000 € NA 1

More than 200,001 € NA 3

Sponsor contributions to festival budget

0%–33% 3 3

34%–67% 1 2

67–100% 0 2

Number of visitors

Less than 10,000 3 2

10,001–40,000 3 3

More than 40,001 1 3

Types of advertisement media

Brochure or invitation (Yes/No) 8/0

Advertisement in newspaper or journal (Yes/No) 6/2

Radio (Yes/No) 3*/5

TV (Yes/No) 3/5

Webpages of festivals and sponsors (Yes/No) 7/1

Advertisement in e-media, i.e., newspaper (Yes/No) 2/6

* Local media
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As shown in Table 1, descriptive information shows that the participants of the İzmir 
festivals are more local than international (see Table 1). Th e two İzmir festivals that 
were international used professional festival organizers. Th e municipality and counties 
of İzmir fi nanced most of the festivals. İzmir use published media (e.g., newspapers, 
brochures), TV, and radio in most cases, but not electronic media. Th e included festi-
vals of Göteborg were more international than national and local. Half of them were 
organized by professional festival organizations. Göteborg’s primary advertisement 
tools were published and electronic media, and Göteborg festivals rarely used TV and 
radio.

Table 2 includes the themes of the festivals. İzmir, known for being industrialized, 
modern, and dynamic, is a leader in sports and arts activities (Yavuz, 2007). Th erefore 
in some cases, İzmir tries to bid for international events such as sport games. Yet, the 
themes of the İzmir festivals only partially refl ect the city’s perceived image since most 
relate to agricultural products (e.g., fl owers, cherry) and only a few relate to art or 
poetry. While Göteborg is known by visitors as safe, friendly, and clean (Chen & Pan, 
2006), it wants to create a more westernized city identity centered on partying, cele-
bration, pleasure, sightseeing, shopping, relaxation, exploration, and discovery (Göte-
borg, 2010). Th e themes of Göteborg’s festivals tend to relate to entertainment (e.g., 
fi lm, music, and comedy), culture, and science. Th ese themes parallel the city’s desire 
image, partly due to the major role played by Goetborg’s municipality in organizing 
the events. A comparison of festival themes between these two cities shows that İzmir’s 
festivals are more rurally oriented than Th e Göteborg’s.

Table 2
FESTIVAL THEMES

İzmir Göteborg

Themes

Cherries Culture

Art Science

Fishing and Diving Music

Flowers Entertainment

Poetry Film

Youth Comedy

Children

To measure managers’ perceptions of the impact that their festivals have on the pro-
motion and communication of their cities, the frequencies of their agreement and dis-
agreement with individual items were calculated. Th e results of those calculations are 
presented in Tables 3–4. 

In İzmir, managers perceived their festivals as having a limited impact on city promo-
tion and communication. As shown in Table 3, they tended to agree with the items 
that measured the impact of festivals on the local community, such as, "Th is festival 
helps the city’s residents socialize," "Th is festival helps fellow citizens socialize with the 
current residents of İzmir," and "Th is festival increases the collaboration among local 
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institutions and fi rms" (see items i1, i2, i9). However, they tended to disagree with 
items that evaluated festivals’ promotional and communicational impacts on the Tur-
kish and international tourism markets (see items i3, i4, i5, i6, i7, i10, i11, and i12). 

Table 3
PERCEIVED IMPACTS OF IZMIR’S FESTIVALS ON CITY PROMOTION AND COMMUNICATION

Table 4 presents the Göteborg festival managers’ perceptions of their festivals’ contri-
butions to city promotion and communication. Th ey believe that their festivals make 
a signifi cant contribution in the local community (see items g1). However, only three 
managers feel that their festivals create communication among former citizens of Göte-
borg, and only some managers agree that their festivals contribute to the trade potenti-
al of Göteborg (see items g10 and g11). Half of the surveyed managers think that their 
festivals contribute to the promotion and communication of Göteborg in Sweden (see 
items g3 and g5). However, the impact of the festivals on the promotion of Göteborg 
abroad was thought to be restricted (see g4 and g6). In addition, some managers indi-
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Perceived impact in local market

i1 This festival helps the city’s residents 
socialize. 0.0 0.0 100.0 4.29 0.5

i2
This festival helps the people originating 
from İzmir but living in other cities or 
abroad socializes with İzmir’s current resi-
dents.

0.0 14.3 85.80 4.29 0.8

i9 This festival increases the collaborations 
among local institutions and fi rms. 14.3 0.0 85.70 4.00 1.0

Perceived impact in national market

i3 This festival helps introduce İzmir to other 
Turkish citizens. 42.9 28.6 28.60 3.00 1.5

i4 This festival helps introduce Izmir to interna-
tional tourists. 57.2 14.3 28.60 2.57 1.8

i5 This festival helps promote Izmir in Turkey. 42.9 14.3 42.90 3.00 1.7

Perceived impact in international market

i6 This festival helps promote Izmir as an inter-
national tourism attraction. 42.9 0.0 57.20 3.14 1,8

i7 This festival helps promote Turkey abroad. 71.5 0.0 28.60 2.42 1.8

i8
This festival helps introduce local culture 
and tourism products to international tou-
rists.

42.9 14.3 42.90 3.00 1.7

i10 This festival helps promote local products 
and services abroad. 42.9 28.6 28.60 2.58 1.3

Perceived impact in general 

i11 This festival increases the trade potential of 
Izmir. 42.9 28.6 28.60 3.00 1.5

i12 This festival popularizes Izmir. 42.9 28.6 28.60 3.00 1.5
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cate that their festivals are not international but rather Scandinavian attractions. De-
spite some variation in the fi ndings, it is concluded that the surveyed festival managers 
in Göteborg believe that their festivals contribute to the promotion and communica-
tion of Göteborg in Sweden and in Scandinavia. 

Table 4
PERCEIVED IMPACTS OF GÖTEBORG’S FESTIVALS ON CITY PROMOTION AND COMMUNICATION
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Perceived impact in local market

g1 This festival helps the city’s residents socialize. 0.0 25.0 75.00 4.50 0.9

g2
This festival helps the people originating from Göte-
borg but living in other cities or abroad socializes with 
Göteborg’s current residents.

37.5 25.0 37.50 3.12 1.7

g9 This festival increases the collaboration among local 
institutions and fi rms. 25.0 12.50 62.50 4.00 1.40

Perceived impact in national market

g3 This festival helps introduce Göteborg to other Swed-
ish citizens. 12.5 25.0 62.50 4.00 1.2

g4 This festival helps introduce Göteborg to international 
tourists. 37.5 25.0 37.50 3.12 1.5

g5 This festival helps promote Göteborg in Sweden. 12.5 12.5 75.00 4.00 1.1

Perceived impact in international market

g6 This festival helps promote Göteborg as an interna-
tional tourism attraction. 25.0 25.0 50.00 3.62 1.3

g7 This festival helps promote Sweden abroad. 12.5 12.5 75.00 3.88 1.0

g8 This festival helps introduce local culture and tourism 
products to international tourists. 25.0 12.5 62.50 3.50 1.4

g10 This festival helps promote local products and services 
abroad. 50.0 12.50 37.50 3.12 1.60

Perceived impact in general 

g11 This festival increases the trade potential of Göteborg. 25.0 12.50 62.50 3.50 1.40

g12 This festival popularizes Göteborg. 12.5 12.50 75.00 4.25 1.50

Comparisons between the festivals in these two cities indicate that the festivals fun-
ction as leisure activities for the residents. Th e managers of the Turkish festivals stron-
gly support the notion that their festivals function as a communication medium be-
tween the people originating from the host city but living elsewhere and the current 
residents. In the Göteborg context, however, the festivals’ function as a communica-
tion medium between these groups was perceived as weak. A majority of the mana-
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gers from all three cities agree that their festivals partially contribute to the promotion 
and communication of their city in the larger context of their countries. However, the 
results suggest that the festivals in Göteborg help promote the city outside of the coun-
try more eff ectively than the festivals in İzmir.

 
Th e purpose of this study is to understand how much festivals can contribute to the 
promotion and communication of a city in diff erent market levels. Data was gathered 
from the managers of festivals in İzmir, and Göteborg by means of a survey conducted 
in 2009. Th e managers tend to believe that their festivals partially contribute to the 
promotion and communication of their city. Above all, the study results suggest that 
the festivals create a communicative atmosphere among the residents of cities. Th ese 
fi nding parallels the results reported by previous literature, which indicates that festi-
vals create recreational and leisure activities for local communities (Byrd et al., 2009) 
and contribute to social coherence (Gursoy et al., 2004). 

For this study, the managers from two cities rate the impact of festivals on their city’s 
trade potential as relatively low. Th is does not support the current literature, which 
strongly argues that festivals infl uence the local economy (e.g., Jackson et al., 2005; 
Long & Perdue, 1990; Uysal & Gitelson, 1994). However, it is consistent with socio-
logical research (e.g., Rao, 2001), which suggests that festivals are public goods and 
therefore, they support community cohesiveness over economic growth (Gursoy et 
al., 2004). Th e discrepancies between previous studies and the current study regarding 
economic impact may be caused by diff erences in measurement strategies. Previous 
studies focus on tourist expenditures or the revenue of tourism fi rms. However, the 
current study does not use this kind of direct fi nancial measurement. As Crompton 
and McKay (1994) point out, reports on the economic impact of festivals in the litera-
ture tend to be overly optimistic because they focus on revenue impact and disregard 
costs. Moreover, depending on their position, some stakeholders perceive the econom-
ic impact as negative while others perceive it as positive (Byrd et al., 2009). Th e festival 
managers surveyed for this study may have goals, such as increasing the social benefi ts 
(especially in art, science, and fi lm festivals), that distract them from the festivals’ eco-
nomic repercussions. 

Th e fi ndings suggest that not all festivals contribute to the promotion of a city in its 
country or in the international tourism market. Although this partly contradicts previ-
ous studies that have perceived festivals as promotional tools that further the develop-
ment of city tourism (Cornelissen, 2005; Gibson, 2005; Picard & Robinson, 2006; 
Prentice & Andersen, 2003; Raj, 2003; Richards & Wilson, 2004; Roche, 2000), there 
are several potential explanations for the contradiction. First, the research methods of 
previous studies primarily focused on the best practices and used case studies. While 
the case study method gives detailed information about the studied object, it has lim-
ited generalizability. Th erefore, it might be possible to fi nd poorly performing festivals 
in those cities, and future studies might which focus on all the festivals within a city. 

Conclusion 
and discussion
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A second explanation may relate to the size of the festivals in the current study, which 
includes both smaller local festivals and larger international festivals. Because of this 
range, some of the surveyed festival managers may not view national or international 
visitors as a target audience. Th e identity of festival organizers can also infl uence a fes-
tival’s impact on the promotion of a city. In the Turkish city, İzmir, the municipality 
is the main event organizer, thus they may tend to focus on community benefi ts over 
development of city tourism. A further explanation can be found in the theme and 
content of festivals. According to several studies, in order to establish the image and 
attractiveness of a destination, festivals and events should have themes that distinguish 
them from their competitors (Yeoman, Robertson, Ali-Knight, Drummond & McMa-
hon-Beattie, 2004). However, some festivals in the current study do not have unique 
themes. For example, several festivals in İzmir celebrate agricultural products that 
may not interest tourists. Additionally, an evaluation of festival themes in both cities 
revealed that each had international fi lm, art, and jazz festivals, which have become 
common in the market. Th e use of generic themes may actually limit the eff ectiveness 
of these cities in promoting themselves as destinations. 

Th e current study suggests that festival managers rate the impact of the festivals on 
the promotion and communication of their city as low especially in Turkey. Th e festi-
vals instead tend to build cohesion among local residents. Th ese fi ndings of the study 
have implications for festival developers and organizers such as strategy developer of 
the city, local festival organizers and private agencies which support, contribute or 
organize festivals in order to promote their cities in diff erent market levels. Festival 
developers and organizers of a city  should be sure that future organized festivals are 
part of total city tourism objectives. In other words the selected theme, size, activities, 
uniqueness and promotion activities should be part of the city tourism objectives. Th is 
implication might be especially important for Turkish cities. For the Swedish city the 
market is limited to Scandinavia region, thus the festival developers and organizers of 
this city should plan and implement new strategies for extending the market scope 
from the neighborhood countries’ market level to the global market level. 

Th e fi ndings of this study have also implications for tourism research. One of the 
major implications is there are clear diff erences in the capacity of festivals in diff erent 
market levels. Th erefore it is important to make a distinct separation between local 
and international festivals in future studies and state that not all festivals contribute to 
the promotion of cities in all market levels. Furthermore, the observed fi ndings of the 
study are not partly parallel to the place marketing literature. Hence, future studies 
may increase the number of cities from diff erent countries and observe the impact of 
festivals on city promotion. 

Lastly, the primary limitation of current study should be stated here. Unfortunately, 
the number of studied festivals in current study is limited. Th us future studies should 
increase the number of the festivals. 

Implications
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